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Features
Weight: 307.00 g.
Dishwasher proof No

Brand: Kambukka
Minimum quantity: 10 Unit(s)
Material: stainless steel
Capacity: 400 ml
Height: 21.20 cm.
Diameter: 7.10

A printed thermos article that keeps your drink warm for hours
and hours isn't just for on the road. You can use it at home, at
the office or while exercising.  The Kambukka® Lagoon
Insulated 400 ml drinking bottle is ideal for printing your
message or logo. Thanks to the many possibilities to print on
the thermos article, you can give your brand the publicity
boost it needs. This insulated drinking bottle has a curved
drinking straw and a universal cap. The closure is heat and
dishwasher safe. The bottle also has a non-slip bottom and is
100% leak-proof. Please note: the pink water bottle (1123.62)
cannot be laser engraved. This thermal article is from the high
quality and popular brand Kambukka. All Kambukka products
are designed and tested in Belgium. The brand uses patented
drinking systems and gives great importance to the practical
use of all items. Because this thermos product is made
of stainless steel, you don't have to worry about it breaking.
And being so solid, it won't leak easily! On top of that, the
product has a weight of 307 grams. So you know you have a
quality article in your hands with good insulation properties.
With a content of 400 ml you can keep going without getting
thirsty. Are you looking for a thermos flask or mug that is
leakproof? With the Kambukka® Lagoon Insulated 400 ml
drinking bottle you don't need to worry about spilling drinks in
your car or your bag, or over the paperwork on your desk. Still
not convinced? Order a free sample on our website before
placing your order. That way you know exactly where you
stand.
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Do you have a specific question or do you want more information about this
item, please call 0800 43 46 98 9
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